In this work we shall study the existence of extremal solutions for an impulsive problem with functional -boundary conditions and weak regularity assumptions, not only on the right hand side of the equation and on functions that define the boundary conditions, but also on the impulse functions, which will be required to be nondecreasing, but not continuous as well, as it is customary in the literature.
Introduction
The framework of impulsive differential equations has proved to be the most adequate for the modeling of processes with short-time perturbations that are assumed to have the form of instantaneous changes. These equations exhibit several new phenomena and pose a number of specific problems that cannot be treated with the usual techniques of ordinary differential equations. There are many applications in different sciences of the impulsive differential equations, we mention here the model for drug distribution This is the preprint version of the paper published in ANZIAM Journal, Vol. 44 (2003) 293-407. Partially supported by DGESIC, project PB97 -0552 -C02, and by Xunta de Galicia, project XUGA20701B98. c 0 Australian Mathematical Society 0263-6115/0 $A2.00 + 0.00 [11, 12] , the model of a single species population with changes of important biological parameters [5, 17] and the impulsive stabilization of a state which may not be an equilibrium point of the system (stabilization of an inverted pendulum) [14] .
In the last years many authors have considered different problems on impulsive differential equations, and many types of techniques were employed to deduce existence of solutions: degree theory, topological transversality, fixed points theorems, passing to the limit, definition of a proper generalization of the Poincaré map to the study of initial and periodic boundary value problems.
On the other hand, a recent trend in the study of existence for ODEs is that of discontinuous nonlinearities. It is necessary to point out that the usual techniques we have mentioned before strongly depend on continuity, so one has to look for alternative ways of research to deal with this type of problems. The fundamental reference in this field we have followed is [10] .
In practical situations the impulse effects are constant over certain ranges of values, mainly when the impulses are used to keep a control over a determined system. Thus it is reasonable to consider discontinuous impulse functions, rather than continuous ones, to obtain more realistic models (e.g., a model of medical drug distribution in which each patient receives either one or two doses per day, depending on his, or her, temperature).
However, to the best of our knowledge, we know of no paper on impulsive equations that considers discontinuous impulse functions.
As we said in the synopsis we shall study the existence of extremal solutions for an impulsive problem with functional -boundary conditions when some of the classical regularity hypotheses over the functions that define the problem are removed, particularly impulsive functions will be required to be nondecreasing but not continuous.
The results that we shall present extend and complement those in [3, 8, 9, 10, 13] and are new even for the nonimpulsive case.
Notations, definitions and preliminary results
We shall study the following impulsive functional -boundary value problem
B(x(0), x) = 0, where 0 = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t p < t p+1 = 1 is a fixed partition which corresponds to impulse effects.
Remark. It is not difficult to prove the results of the present work for (1) remain valid if we change interval J by an arbitrary compact real interval [a, b]: a simple change of variable shows the equivalence between the two problems.
Following the standard notation, we consider the set
which is a Banach space with the norm
In the space P C(J) we consider the usual pointwise partial ordering: for v, w ∈ P C(J), we shall write v ≤ w when v(t) ≤ w(t) for all t ∈ J. In such a case, we define the interval
The general assumptions over problem (1) are listed below:
(2) For a.e. t ∈ J,
(3) For every R > 0 there exists ψ ∈ L 1 (J) such that |f (t, x)| ≤ ψ(t) for a.e. t ∈ J and all x ∈ IR with |x| ≤ R.
(I) I k : IR −→ IR is a nondecreasing function for each k = 1, 2, . . . , p.
(B) B: IR × P C(J) −→ IR is such that for every ξ ∈ P C(J) we have that
Moreover, for each u ∈ IR, function B(u, ·) is nonincreasing in P C(J).
The type of functional -boundary conditions we use here follows the spirit of [9] . Note that the usual boundary conditions, such as initial or periodic, are covered in the formulation of problem (1) . For the periodic boundary conditions it suffices to define
Furthermore, not only the behavior of the solution at the boundary is involved in condition B(x(0), x) = 0 and, for instance, a condition of the form
x(s)ds, can be studied in the frame of problem (1) .
Denoting by J 0 = [0, t 1 ] and for k = 1, 2, . . . , p, J k = (t k , t k+1 ], we define the following subspace of P C(J):
where AC(K) denotes the space of absolutely continuous functions in the interval K.
Now we define the concepts of lower and upper solution for problem (1):
A function β: J → IR is an upper solution of (1) if β ∈ Ω and
Finally we say that x is a solution of (1) if it is both a lower and an upper solution.
Remark. A function f : J × IR → IR is said to be superpositionally measurable or sup -measurable if f (·, x(·)) is measurable on J whenever x: J → IR is a measurable function on J, see [1] .
For instance, continuous, and even Carathéodory, functions are supmeasurable functions.
However, if f only satisfies (F ), the composition f (·, x(·)) may not be a measurable function, even for continuous x (see [8] ).
Remark. In [3] a particular case of the following problem is considered
B(x(0), x) = 0,
Note that, although f verifies condition (F ), the product q f may not fulfill it. However, this apparently more general situation can be studied as a particular case of problem (1) .
Indeed, following the ideas of [4, 8] , one can prove that x ∈ Ω is a solution of (2) if and only if φ • x is a solution of
where
Moreover, since φ is an increasing homeomorphism from IR onto IR, it can be proved that function
If α and β are, respectively, a lower and an upper solution of problem (1) and α ≤ β, we say that a solution of (1) (1) we have that x ≥ y. We define the minimal solution in [α, β] by reversing inequalities. When both minimal and maximal solutions in [α, β] exist, we call them the extremal solutions in [α, β].
Analogously, we say that x * and x * are, respectively, the minimal and the maximal solutions of (1), and we call them the extremal solutions, if they are solutions and
whenever x is a solution of (1).
The following result is Theorem 3.1 in [8] , and we include it here for convenience of the reader. Theorem 2.2. If f : J × IR −→ IR verifies conditions (1) and (2) of (F ) and, moreover, there exists ψ ∈ L 1 (J) such that |f (t, x)| ≤ ψ(t) for a.e. t ∈ J = [0, 1] and all x ∈ IR, then the initial value problem
has the extremal solutions for every x 0 ∈ IR.
The following lemmas will be used in the proof of our main results.
i.e., c 1 and c 2 are, respectively, the least and largest of the zeroes of h in
Proof. We shall only prove the existence of c 1 since the existence of c 2 is deduced by using symmetric arguments.
If
and let us prove that h(r) = 0. If h(r) < 0 we deduce (just as we did for a in last paragraph) that h(t) < 0 for all t ∈ [r, r + ε 1 ] for some ε 1 > 0, which contradicts with the definition of r. Hence it must be h(r) ≥ 0.
If h(r) > 0, since lim inf
, which is impossible by definition of r. A set S ⊂ P C(J) is said to be quasiequicontinuous if for all x ∈ S, and ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that s, t ∈ J k and |s − t| < δ implies |x(s) − x(t)| < ε.
The following result about the relatively compact sets in P C(J) is a consequence of Arzela-Ascoli's Theorem. The reader can find its proof in [13] .
Lemma 2.4. A set S ⊂ P C(J) is relatively compact if and only if S is bounded and quasiequicontinuous.
The following result is an adaptation of Theorem 1.4.7 of [10] to the spaces P C(J) and Ω.
Lemma 2.5. Let α, β ∈ Ω be such that α ≤ β and G: [α, β] → [α, β] a nondecreasing mapping. Moreover, suppose that there exists v ∈ Ω such that
for every x ∈ [α, β]. Then G has the least fixed point in [α, β], x * , and the greatest one, x * . Furthermore, it is verified that
Proof. Let {x n } be a monotone sequence in [α, β] . Since the operator G is nondecreasing, {Gx n (t)} is for each t ∈ J a monotone sequence in [α(t), β(t)].
Thus, we define for each t ∈ J
From (3) it follows that for each n ∈ IN ,
therefore the sequence {Gx n } is quasiequicontinuous and bounded and, by Lemma 2.4, the sequence {Gx n } converges in P C(J) to x. Now, (4) implies as n → ∞ that
Since v ∈ Ω, it follows from (5) that x ∈ Ω. In this situation, a straightforward application of Theorem 1.2.2 in [10] yields the result.
Linear problems. Resonance condition
In this section we shall study the linear problem x (t) = p(t)x(t) + q(t) for a.e. t ∈ J (6)
where p, q ∈ L 1 (J), λ, c k and d k are given real numbers and L is a linear functional defined on the vector space P C(J).
Note that for c k = 1 and d k = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , p, we have the corresponding nonimpulsive case, and for L(u) = u(1) and λ = 0 we have the periodic boundary conditions.
In the following proposition we discuss completely the solvability of (6) - (8), obtaining a general characterization of resonance. A first step on the study of resonance of the periodic case is given in [6, 15, 16] .
In what follows, by
we mean, as usual,
, and in the same way for
. . , p, and a linear mapping L: P C(J) −→ IR be fixed.
then the linear problem (6) - (8) is solvable if and only if
and, in such a case, the problem has infinitely many solutions, which are given by the expression
where τ ∈ IR.
(b) If condition (9) is violated, problem (6) - (8) has a unique solution given by (10) and
Proof. It is known that a function that satisfies equations (6) - (7) satisfies also the following equality (Theorem 1.4.1 in [13] )
for all t ∈ J.
Imposing condition x(0) = L(x)+λ and taking into account the linearity of L, one can deduce (a) and (b) by direct computations.
Remark. Note that when we consider periodic boundary conditions (defining L(x) = x(1) for x ∈ P C(J) and λ = 0), relation (9) becomes Remark. For the nonimpulsive case, corresponding to c k = 1, d k = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , p, the linear mapping L is defined over the set of continuous functions on the interval J.
Therefore, if L: C(J) −→ IR is a continuous functional, there exists a function of bounded variation η: J −→ IR such that
where the integral is understood in the Riemann -Stieltjes sense.
For instance, the periodic conditions correspond with the function η, defined by η(t) = 0 for t ∈ [0, 1) and η(1) = 1.
Using this fact, condition (9) can be expressed in the more brief way For our purposes it will be necessary the following generalized maximum principle.
. . , p, and a linear nondecreasing mapping L: P C(J) −→ IR be fixed.
If x ∈ Ω is a solution of (6) - (8) and condition
is fulfilled, then x(t) ≥ 0 for each t ∈ J.
Proof. Note that x is explicitly given by (10) and (11) . Hence, since q and d k , k = 1, 2, . . . , p, are nonnegative, it suffices to show that x(0) ≥ 0 to conclude our result.
Since L is nondecreasing and λ ≥ 0, by (8) we have that
and, since L is linear, we obtain
Therefore, in view of (13), we can conclude that x(0) ≥ 0.
Nonlinear problems (I). Upper and lower solutions
This section is devoted to prove the following existence result. Its proof is based on the generalized iterative technique described in [10] . However, unlike the usual way in which this technique is used (where the right-hand side of the differential equation is modified to construct the iterates), we modify the functional-boundary condition and keep the same right-hand side.
Theorem 4.1. Let α and β be, respectively, a lower and an upper solution of (1) .
Assume that α(t) ≤ β(t) for all t ∈ J and that conditions (F ), (I) and (B) are verified.
Then problem (1) has the extremal solutions in [α, β].
Remark. Note that continuity is not required over any of the elements which define problem (1). In particular, the impulse functions need not be continuous.
Proof. Consider the mapping G: [α, β] −→ [α, β], defined as follows: for each η ∈ [α, β] define Gη as the minimal solution between α and β of the impulsive initial value problem
where τ η is the minimal solution in [α(0), β(0)] of the implicit equation
Note that, since B(u, ·) is nonincreasing for every u ∈ IR, we have
hence, by assumption (B) and Lemma 2.3, we conclude that τ η is well defined. The existence of the minimal solution of (P η ) between α and β can be proved by applying Theorem 2.2 "piecewise" over each interval J k , k = 0, 1, . . . , p, to the modified problem
(This nonstandard truncation, which does satisfy condition (F ), was suggested to the authors by Prof. Heikkilä. The usual truncation F (t, x) = f (t, max {α(t), min {x, β(t)}}) would fail to satisfy part 1 in condition (F ) for large values of |x| in case f (·, α(·)) or f (·, β(·)) were not measurable on J.)
Now the usual contradiction argument shows that if x is the minimal solution of (P ) then x lies between α and β on the interval [0, t 1 ]. Hence α(t 1 ) ≤ x(t 1 ) ≤ β(t 1 ), and therefore, we have that
which implies that the solution x also lies between α and β on the interval [t 1 , t 2 ], and so on.
Note that if x ∈ [α, β] is a fixed point of G then x is a solution of (1) 
Let us prove that G is nondecreasing in [α, β] . (14), replacing η by η i , i = 1, 2. Hence it is obviously true that if
On the other hand, if
and we obtain τ η 1 ≤ τ η 2 again. Then we can say that Gη 2 is an upper solution of the initial value problem (P η 1 ) and Gη 2 ≥ α, so problem (P η 1 ) has a minimal solution between α and Gη 2 . Since the minimal solution of that problem between α and β is Gη 1 , we have that Gη 1 ≤ Gη 2 .
By condition (3) in (F ) there exists ψ ∈ L 1 (J) such that |(Gη) (t)| ≤ ψ(t) for a.e. t ∈ J and all η ∈ [α, β].
Now we define for k = 0, 1, . . . , p the function v(t) = t t k ψ(s)ds with t ∈ J k . It is easy to see that G satisfies (3) with this function v.
By Lemma 2.5, G has a minimal fixed point x * ∈ [α, β] which, moreover, satisfies
Finally, if x is a solution of (1) (15), we conclude that x * ≤ x, i.e., x * is the minimal solution of (1) 
To deduce the existence of the maximal solution of (1) in [α, β] it suffices to redefine G in the obvious way.
Nonlinear problems (II). Global solvability
Finding an upper and a lower solution for a problem of the type of (1) is not a simple matter in many practical situations. From this point of view it is useful to have sufficient conditions of existence of upper and lower solutions. Moreover, it would be convenient to be able to assure that one can find a lower solution, α, and an upper solution β, such that α ≤ β on J and that all the solutions belong to [α, β] .
In this sense, and following the spirit of Proposition 6.1 of [9] and Proposition 2.3.1 of [10] , we present the following result.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that conditions (F ), (I) and (B) are verified. Assume also that the following set of assumptions is fulfilled:
for a.e. t ∈ J and all x ∈ IR.
(b) There exist constants c k ∈ (0, ∞) and
such that
for all x ∈ IR and all k = 1, 2, . . . , p.
(c) There exists a nondecreasing linear mapping L: P C(J) −→ IR and there exist constants a ∈ (0, ∞) and
then problem (1) has the extremal solutions among all its solutions.
Proof. The following impulsive problem
has a unique solution, β, by virtue of condition (16) and Proposition 3.1. By assumption (a) we have that
By condition (b), β(t
. . , p, and, finally, condition (c) implies that
hence β is an upper solution of (1) .
Similarly, if α denotes the unique solution of the problem
y (t) = p(t)y(t) + q 1 (t) for a.e. t ∈ J, y(t
then α is a lower solution of (1). If we denote v ≡ β − α, we have that
so, by Lemma 3.2, we conclude that α ≤ β on J. Now, by virtue of Theorem 4.1, we can affirm that problem (1) has the extremal solutions in the interval [α, β].
Finally, one can prove that any solution of (1) belongs to [α, β]. Indeed, let x be a solution of (1) and call w ≡ x − α. Assumptions (a), (b) and (c) allow us to use Lemma 3.2 to deduce that w ≥ 0 in J, i.e., x ≥ α in J.
Similar arguments show that x ≤ β in J.
Remark. In the conditions of Theorem 5.1 we can construct a priori bounds on the solutions: it suffices to consider the functions α and β which are defined in the proof.
Note that the explicit expression of α and β is given by (10) and (11).
Theorem 5.1 is used to deduce the existence of global extremal solutions in next example:
Consider the problem
where k > 0 is a fixed number, [s] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to s ∈ IR and
Assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are fulfilled if we consider 
What if the impulse functions are not nondecreasing?
In [2] Cabada and Liz and in [7] Frigon and O'Regan show the existence of solutions for the periodic and initial value problem with impulses without assuming monotonicity conditions on functions I k (the authors required these functions to be continuous). In the following example we show that when some of the impulse functions are not nondecreasing the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 may fail to be valid.
Consider the following periodic problem:
x (t) = 3x 2/3 (t) for a.e. t ∈ [−1, 1], (20)
x(−1) = x(1).
In this case the unique impulse effect is given by function I(x) = −x for all x ∈ IR, which is not a nondecreasing function. A lower solution of (20) - (22) Note that α ≤ β, so every condition of Theorem 4.1 is verified except condition (I). Now we are going to prove that problem (20) - (22) has not a minimal solution in [α, β] , what will show that the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 is not valid in general for this type of impulse functions.
Note that x ≡ 0 is a solution of (20) - (22) in [α, β] and if y ∈ [α, β] is another solution we have two possibilities: there is t 0 ∈ (−1, 0) such that y(t 0 ) > 0 or there is t 0 ∈ (0, 1) such that y(t 0 ) < 0.
Assume there is t 0 ∈ (−1, 0) such that y(t 0 ) > 0. Since the problem v (t) = 3v 2/3 (t) for all t ∈ [t 0 , 0], v(t 0 ) = y(t 0 ), has a unique increasing solution, then y(0) > 0 what implies y(0 + ) = −y(0) < 0, so there exists ε > 0 such that y(t) < 0 for t ∈ (0, ε).
Reasoning in a symmetric way it can be proved that if there exists t 0 ∈ (0, 1) such that y(t 0 ) < 0 then there exists ε > 0 such that y(t) > 0 for t ∈ (−ε, 0).
Hence we have proved that no nontrivial solution of (20) - (22) 
